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1. Introduction 

Measurement - the representation of relations by numerical functions, is a 
basic topic in many sciences ([19], [13]). We address one of its most elementary 
problems: representation of orderings by order preserving ("utility") functions. 
The orderings lie in cartesian products of o-minimal structures, and the utility 
functions take their values in the same structures. 

Since the papers of van den Dries [7], Pillay and Steinhorn [15], and Knight, 
Pillay, and Stein horn , [12], the theory of o-minimal structures has grown into a 
wide ranging generalization of semialgebraic and subanalytic topology (cf. [9], 
[10]). Its tools have also been found useful in economic theory [2], [18]. To 
facilitate future applications of o-minimality, this paper provides a basic utility 
representation for preferences that are definable in the first order languages of 
o-minimal structures. (Cf. footnote 7.) In [18] we have noted that restricting 
attention to such preferences is a useful tool in modeling "bounded rationality" 
of agents. 

In o-minimal expansions of the real number field JR, Blume and Zame [2] 
obtained definable utility functions for a special class of definable preferences. 
Since their proof was based on the metric method of Arrow and Hahn [1], it 
required the preferences to be continuous, and the definable consumption sets 
X to be connected, closed, convex, and bounded-below subsets of the complete 
metric space JRn . Basing our proofs on fundamental geometric theorems for 
definable sets, our main Theorem extends [2)'s result in three directions: i) we 
allow o-minimal expansions of arbitrary real closed fields{l) (rather than just 
JR), where the underlying spaces need not be topologically complete; ii) we relax 
all the technical assumptions on X except connectedness; iii) we allow upper 
semicontinuous (rather than just continuous) preferences. In other words, we 
extend [2] 's result to a definable analogue of the classical theorems of Debreu [5] 
and Rader [16]. 

Although our theorem parallels the Debreu-Rader theorems, our proofs are 
necessarily based on different tools. Roughly speaking, while their methods 
rested on separability, ours rest on definability. (2) By separability their utility 
constructions can use dense countable (hence not necessarily definable, cf. foot
note 3) bases of the consumption set; however, in general they fail to give defin
able functions. By contrast, our base is a set of representatives from the indiffer-

(1) For economic applications of o-minimal real closed field expansions M, see [18]. 

(2) Since real closed ordered fields need not be Archimedean, our spaces need not be 
separable. 
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ence classes, which can be decomposed into finitely many preference-monotone 
paths, and gives definable utility functions. 

2. Results 

We begin by reviewing some notation from [15], [12], [2], and [18]. Standard 
notions in first order predicate logic are referred to [11], [3], etc. For surveys of 
o-minimal structures, we recommend [9] and [10]. 

Recall (cf. [11], [3]) that for any structure M = (M, ... ), a set X C M" is 
parametrically definable if there is a first order formula ¢(Xl, .. " x") E L(M) 
(the first order predicate language of M together with names for the elements 
of M) such that X is the set of all b E M" satisfying ¢( .) in M, i.e. X = {b E 
M" : M 1= ¢[b]}. For brevity, we drop mention of parameters, and refer simply 
to "definable." 

An o-minimal structure ([15], cf. [7], [12]) is an ordered structure M = 
(M, <, ... ) in which every definable (with parameters) subset of M is a finite 
union of points in M and intervals (a,b) where a,b E MU{-oo,+oo}.(3) Our 
main results apply to those M that are expansions of real closed ordered field, 
so M = (M, <, +, ,,0,1, ... ). 

As usual, we endow M with the interval topology, i.e. intervals (a, b) form a 
basis; and M" is given the product topology. 

Let X ~ M" be definable. A definable set Y is open in (closed in) X if 
Y = X nY' for some open (closed) set Y' ~ M" .(4) (5) 

We say X is definably connected (cf. [15], [12]) ifthere do not exist non-empty 
definable sets Y1, Y2 both open in X such that X = Y1 U Y2 and Y1 n Y2 = 0. 

A function f : X ~ M is upper semicontinuous if the upper contour set 
rl([S, +00)) is closed in X for aIls E M. 

A function f : X ~ M m is definable (cf. [15],[12]) if its graph {(x,f(x)) : 
x E X} ~ M"+m is a definable set. 

A preference ~ on X is a reflexive, transitive, and total binary relation on 
X.(6) 

(3) Thus in many o-minimal structures (e.g., (R, <, ... » all infinite countable sets in M 
are undefinable. 

2.1. 
(4) By o-minimalityit is equivalent that Y' also be definable, as shown in [12), Proposition 

(5) Clearly, a definable Y is closed in X if its complement X\Y is open in X. 

(6) As usual, x >- x, means.., x, ~ x, and x N x, means x ~ x, & x, ~ x. 
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A preference >r on X is upper semicontinuous (lower semicontinuous) if the 
weakly-preferred set {y EX: y >r x} (weakly-worse set {y EX: y ~ x}) is 
closed in X for all x EX. And >r is continuous if it is both upper semicontinuous 
and lower semicontinuous. 

A preference >r on X is linear if x 1- y for all x, y EX. When X is an 
interval, we say a preference >r on X is constant (increasing) (decreasing) if for 
all x, y E X: x> y implies x '" y (x »- y) (x -< y). 

A preference >r on X is definable (cf. [2], [18]) if the set {(x, y) : x >r y} ~ 
M 2n is definable. (7) -

We say a preference >r on X is represented by a function u : X -+ M if 
x>r x' ¢:} u(x) ~ U(X') for all x, x' E X. 

Our main result is the following definable analogue of the Debreu-Rader 
theorems ([5], [16]). 

Theorem. Let M = (M, <, +, ,,0,1, ... ) be an o-minimal expansion of a real 
closed ordered field. Let X £: M n be a definably-connected definable set, and >r 
be a definable preference on X. 

a) If>r is upper semicontinuous, then >r can be represented by an upper semi
continuous definable function u : X -+ M. 

b) If >r is continuous, then >r can be represented by a continuous definable 
function u : X -+ M. 

a) A predecessor of our theorem is [2], Theorem 1, which shows that in an 
arbitrary o-minimal expansion of the real number field (JR, <, +, . ,0,1, ... ), a 
continuous definable preference >r on a definable, closed, convex, below-bounded 
set X £: JRn can be represented by a continuous definable utility function 
u : X -+ JR. Our theorem extends it by permitting o-minimal expansions of 
arbitrary real closed ordered fields, relaxing all the technical assumptions on X 
except definable connectedness, and allowing upper semicontinuous preferences 
(i.e. obtaining Part (b)). 

b) Our theorem relaxes the classical separability assumptions used in [16], 
[5]. 

c) The assumption of upper semicontinuity is still indispensable, since the 
lexicographic preference is definable and the classical arguments (cf. [6], pp. 72-
73) still apply to show that no utility representation exists. 

(7) The class of definable preferences is wide, containing most preferences economists use 
in applications, Cobb-Douglas, lexicographic, piecewise linear, semialgebraic, subanalytic, etc. 
For implications of, and intuition about definability, see [2), [18). 
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The Theorem is an immediate corollary of the following two propositions. 

Proposition 1. Consider any M, X and ~ where: 

M = (M, <, +, ,,0,1, ... ) is an o-minimal expansion of a 
real closed ordered field, X ~ M" is a definable set, and (1) 
~ is a definable preference on X. 

Then ~ is represented by some definable utility function u : X ~ M. 

Proposition 2. Let M, X and ~ satisfy (1). Let X be definably connected 
and let ~ be represented by some definable function U : X ~ M. 

a) If ~ is upper semicontinuous, then ~ is represented by some con
tinuous function u : X ~ M. 

b) If ~ is continuous, then ~ is represented by some continuous de
finable function u : X ~ M. 

Notice that connectedness is not required in Proposition 1 for obtaining de
finable representations. It is used only in Proposition 2 for obtaining continuity 
and semicontinuity for the representations. 

The rest of this paper is devoted to proving Propositions 1 and 2. 

3. Proofs 

The mathematical background given in Section 2 is sufficient for proving 
Proposition 2. For the proof of Proposition 1, we require several basic theo
rems (e.g. cell-decomposition) in o-minimal structures, which are collected in 
Theorems A.I-3 and Proposition A.l in the Appendix. 

Proof of Proposition 2. (Part b) If the representation U is not continuous, 
then we transform it along the lines of ([2], proof of Theorem 1, paragraph 3), 
as follows. By o-minimality, 

the definable set U(X) ~ M is a finite union of disjoint 
intervals Ii whose left and right boundary points ai and bi (2) 
are in MU{-oo,+oo}. 

The continuity of ~ implies that each pair (Ii, Ii+l) corresponds to neither ajump 
nor a gap (Le. either (bi E 1; & ai+l fI. Ii+d or (bi fI. Ii & ai+l E Ii+d holds); 
otherwise by carrying over standard arguments (cf. [17], proof of Theorem 1)) to 
our definable context it is easy to show that continuity of the definable ~ would 
separate X into two disjoint definable open sets, contradicting the definable 
connectedness of X. Therefore, we can shift the disjoint intervals Ii, pasting 
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them together into a single interval I, so we can transform U to a definable 
representation u from X onto an interval I. (8) As usual, continuity of u follows 
easily, since u(X) = I and ~ is continuous. 

(Part a) If the representation U is not upper semicontinuous, we modify it 
along the above lines, as follows. First, let II, aI, bI,"" In, an, bn be as given in 
(2). Replacing the definable analogue of [17] by a definable analogue of [16], we 
see that the upper semicontinuity of the definable ~ ensures for every c E A, if 
the pre-image U- 1 ([c, 00)) is not closed, then there is some i with c E (bi, ai+!] 
& bi E Ii & ai+! ¢ IHI. Again by shifting, we can past together all such 
consecutive intervals Ii and Ii+!; this gives a definable representation U that has 
such U-1[c,00) closed for all c EM, so is upper semicontinuous. Q.E.D. 

It remains to prove Proposition 1. We will apply extensively the techniques 
of decomposing a definable set into finitely many cells. The notion of a cell is 
standard (cf. [4], [7],[15],[12]), defined as follows: 

If X = {a}, where a E M, then is a cell, and dim (X) = o. 
If X is an interval (a, b), where a, bE M U {+oo, -oo}, then X is a cell, and 
dim (X) = 1, 

If Y ~ M n is a cell and dim (Y) = k, then: 

if I : Y -+ M is definable and continuous, then the set X = {(y, I(y) 
y E Y} ~ M n +! is a cell, and dim (X) = k; 

if h, h : Y -+ M are definable and continuous, and such that h (y) < 
hey) for all y E Y, then the set X = ((y,s): y E Y & hey) < s < hey)} 
is a cell, and dim (X) = k + 1. 

Nothing else is a cell of dimension k or k + 1 on Mn. 

Remark 2. 

a) By induction on n, it is easy to show that if a cell X ~ M n has dim (X) = 
1, then there exists an interval (a, b) and a definable, continuous, and one-to-one 
function I mapping (a, b) onto X. 

b) More generally, for all n, k with k ~ n, if a cell X ~ Mn has dim (X) = k, 
then there exists a cell Y ~ Mk with dim (Y) = k, and there exists a definable, 
continuous, and one-to-one function I mapping Y onto X. 

c) For every densely ordered o-minimal structure M = (M, <, ... ), every 

(8) E.g. we can define u : X -+ M by u(y) = U(y) for y E U-l(Io), and u(y) = 
U(y) - E;:~ aj+l - bj for y E U-l(Ii) & i = 1,··· ,m. 
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cell in M n is definably connected (cf. [12], Proposition 2.4). 

We will also use extensively the notion of a preference-jump point, which is 
defined as follows. For any X, any preference ~ on X, and any K ~ X, we 
say x is a (~, X, K)-jump point if x E K and x has a sepamting point y E X 
(i.e. x >- y and x is in the boundary of the weakly worse set {z E K : y ~ z}). 
Clearly, if K ~ Y ~ X, then a (~ Iy, Y, K)-jump point is also a (~,X, K)-jump 
point. Also, if there are no (~, X, X)-jump points, then ~ is continuous. 

Proof of Proposition 1. Let M, M and ~ satisfy (1). 

First, by the Definable Skolem Function Theorem (Thm. A.2), we can take 
a definable set Y ~ X of representatives; i.e. Y ~ X and for all x EX, there 
exists exactly one y E Y with x '" y. Then ~ is linear on Y. 

Next, by the Cell Decomposition Theorem (Thm. A.3), we can decompose 
the definable set Y into disjoint cells C1 , ... , Cn . Since ~ Iy is definable, linear, 
and upper semicontinuous, Lemma 2 below ensures that dim (Ci) < 2 for all 
i. Then Lemma 1 below ensures that each Ci has at most only finitely many 
(~ Iy, Y, Ci)-jump points. By separating out these jump points, we can assume 
that for each Ci: 

either a) dim (Ci) = 0 (i.e. Ci is a singleton) 

or b) dim (Ci) = 1 and Ci has no (~ Iy, Y, Ci)-jump point~~) 
Then we order the cells Ci as follows. For any distinct cells Ci, Cj, we define 

Ci >- Cj if there exists x E Ci and y E Cj such that x >- y. Since ~ is linear on 
Y = uCi , all pairs of cells are related by >-. We now show that 

(4) 

To prove (4), by linearity of ~ Iy it suffices to show that it is impossible to have 
some x, z E Ci and y E Cj with x >- y >- z. Suppose by contradiction that 
such x, y, z exist. Then Ci is not a singleton, so Ci satisfies (3b). By applying 
Remark 2a, we pick a continuous definable function 9 from the interval [0,1] 
into the I-dimensional cell Ci such that g(O} = z & g(l) = x. Notice that for 
all t E [0,1] we have g(t} =f. y, 80 g(t} 1- y (by linearity of ~ Iy). The set 
{t E [0,1] : g(t} >- y} is definable, so it is a finite union of intervals and has an 
infimum t E [0,1]. By continuity of 9 and upper semicontinuity of ~ we have 
g(i) ~ y, so g(i) >- y and t > O. For t > t E [0,1] we have y >- g(t); so as 
t /' t, we have g(t} -+ g(f) >- y >- g(t}, so g(f) is a (~ Iy, Y, Ci}-jump point, 
contradicting (3b). 

Now by (4), to obtain a definable utility representation U on the finite union 
Y of disjoint Ci, it suffices to obtain a definable utility representation for each 
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~ Ie .. By Remark 2a, for each I-dimensional cell Ci, we can pick an interval 
(ai,bi), a continuous definable bijection Ii: (ai,bi) -+ Ci. By (3b) Ci has no 
(~ Ie .. Ci, Ci)-jump points, so the preference ~ lei is continuous on Ci. Let the 
definable preference ~i on (ai, bi) be defined by x ~i Y ¢:? I;(x) ~ li(Y). Then ~i 
is continuous and linear; so by Lemma 3, >fti is either increasing or decreasing. 
Consequently each ~ lei can be represented either by the definable function 
li- 1 (x) or the function - li- 1 (x). So we can find a definable representation 
U: Y -+ M of ~ Iy. 

Finally, it is easy to extend U to all of X; e.g., for each x E X define 
u(x) = U(y), where y is the unique y E Y with x'" y. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 1. Let M = (M, <, +, ·,0,1, ... , ) be an o-minimal expansion of a 
real closed ordered field. Let Y ~ M n be a definable set, and ~ be a linear, 
upper semicontinuous, and definable preference on Y. Then for every cell C ~ Y 
with dim (C) < 2, there exist at most finitely many (~, Y, C)-jump points. 

PROOF. Suppose not. Then there is a I-dimensional cell C ~ Y containing 
infinitely many (~, Y, C)-jump points. By the Cell Decomposition Theorem 
(Thm. A.3), we can obtain a I-dimensional cell D ~ C containing only (~, Y, C)
jump (hence (~, Y, D)-jump) points. Since D is I-dimensional, we can identify 
it with an interval (a, b). Taking a subinterval if necessary, by the Monotone 
Preference Proposition (Prop. A.I) we can assume ~ is either increasing or de
creasing on the interval D = (a, b). Since the argument is identical for either 
alternative, we assume ~ is increasing. By the Definable Skolem Function The
orem (Thm. A.2), we can pick a definable function I : D -+ Y that assigns to 
each xED a separating point I(x) E Y, so by increasingness of ~ ID we have: 
x >- I(x) >- z for x < zED. By picking a subinterval if necessary, by the Cell 
Decomposition Theorem again we can assume I is continuous. Now let zED, 
xED and x ~ z, then we have I(x) >- z >- I(z) +- I(x), contradicting the 
upper semicontinuity of ~. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2. Let M = (M, <, +, ·,0,1 ... ) be an o-minimal expansion of a real 
closed ordered field. Let Y ~ Mn be a definable set, and let ~ be a linear, 
upper semicontinuous and definable preference on Y. Then each cell C ~ Y has 
dim (C) < 2. 

PROOF. Suppose not. Then replacing Y by any 2-dimensional cell C' ~ Y, we 
can assume Y itself is a 2-dimensional cell. For by Remark 2b, Y = I(X) for 
some 2-dimensional cell X ~ M2 and some continuous and definable bijection 
I : X -+ Y. Then I and ~ together clearly induce an upper semicontinuous, 
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linear, and definable preference on X ~ M2. Therefore, we can pretend that the 
two dimensional cell Y ~ M2, and from that we will derive a contradiction. 

Let Xl be the set of (a, b) E Y such that there exists some open interval [ 3 a 
with [x {b} C Y and [x {b} has no (~, Y,I x {b})-jump points. Similarly, let 
X2 be the set of (a, b) E Y such that there exists some open interval [' 3 b with 
{a} x [' C Y and(9) 

{a} x [' has no (~, Y, {a} x I')-jump points, and ~ l{a}x/1 

is contant, increasing, or decreasing on the I'. (5) 

By the Cell Decomposition Theorem (Thm. A.3) we can pick a finite decompo
sition P of cells that partitions Xl and X 2 • We will show that: 

any 2-dimensional (hence open) cell C E P has no 
(~, Y, C)-jump points. 

(6) 

Before that, we derive a contradiction from .(6). First, since Y is 2-dimensional, 
we can pick a 2-dimensional C E P, and by (6) the linear relation ~ Ic is 

continuous. We can pick any x, y, z E C with x >- y >- z, and pick any continuous 
definable function 9 : [0,1] -+ C avoiding y (i.e. y ¢ g([O, 1])) such that g(O) = 
z & g(l) = x. As in the above proof of (4), we define f = inf{t E [0,1] : g(t) >- y}, 
so f> 0; and let t E [0,1] and t /' f, then g(t) ~ Y ~ g(t) f- g(t), contradicting 
the continuity of ~ Ic. 

To prove (6), we will follow the lines of [12], pp. 602-603, proof of Proposition 

5.3. We consider any 2-dimensional cell C E P. Since C ~ Y ~ M2 has 

dim (C) = 2, we can pick an open interval I ~ M, and continuous definable 

functions It,h : I -+ M with It < hand C;;; ((a, b) : a E I & It(a) < b < 
h(a)}. We claim: 

i) C~Xl' 
ii) C ~ X2, and for every a E I, theintervalI' = (It(a),h(b)) (7) 

satisfies (5). 

To prove (6) from (7), we consider any point (il, b) E C. To show that (il, b) 
is not a (~, Y, C)-jump point, we assume z E Y with (il, b) >- z. It suffices to 

find an open box B ~ C with (il, b) E Band B >- z.(lO) First, by (7ii) we can 

(9) Of course, in (5) by ~ l{o}XII being constant (increasing, decreasing) on [' we mean 

that the induced preference :i= defined by b:i=b' <=> (a, b) ~ (a, b') is constant (increasing, 
decreasing) on ['. 

(10) For any set K, we write K ~ z to mean x ~ z for all x E K. 
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pick an interval [b 1 ,b2] ~ (!I(a)'h(a)) with b1 < b < b2 and {a} x [b 1 ,b2] ~ z. 
By (7i) we can pick open intervals II, 12 3 a such that 

(8) 

Now we can pick any open box B = I X I' ~ C of open intervals I, I' such 
a E I ~ 11 n 12 and bEl' ~ [bl, b2]. Then for any (a', b') E B = I X I', by (8) 
we have (a',b 1 ),(a',b2 ) ~ z, so by (7ii) we have (a',b') ~ z (since b1 < b' < b2 ). 

It remains to prove (7). To see (7i), we consider any (a, b) E C. Then we can 

pick an open interval I with I x {b} C C. By Lemma 1, we can pick an open 
interval i ~ I so that i x {b} has no (~, Y,i)-jump points. Let a' E i; then 

(a', b) E Xl. Recall that P partitions Xl and C E P, so we have C ~ Xl, i.e. 

(7i) holds. Similarly, it follows from Prop. A.l and Lemma 1 that C ~ X 2 . Now 

let a E I. Again by Lemma 1 and Prop. A.l, there is an m such that there exist 
bo, ... , bm E M with fda) = bo < b1 < ... < bm = h(a) and all the intervals 
I: = (b;,bHI) satisfy property (5) with I' = Ir If the least of such m is 1, then 
we are done. Otherwise, we see that every open interval I 3 b1 cannot satisfy 
(5), contradicting that the point (a, bI) E C ~ X 2 • This proves (7ii), completing 
the proof of Lemma 2. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 3. Let M = (M, <, ... ) be a densely ordered o-minimal structure. Let 
I = (a, b) be an interval in M, and let ~ be a definable preference on (a, b). If 
~ is linear and continuous, then ~ is either increasing or decreasing. 

PROOF. Suppose ~ is neither increasing nor decreasing. Then by linearity, there 
exist elements w < u < v < z E I such that either w ~ u & z ~ v, or u ~ w 
& v ~ z. Since the argument is similar in either alternative, we assume u ~ w 
& v ~ z. By linearity of ~, either w ~ z or z ~ w. Since the argument is 
similar in either alternative, we assume w ~ z. Then we can pick an i E (w, z) 
with i ~ u & i ~ v (e.g., pick the appropriate i E {u,v}), so i ~ w ~ z. 
By continuity, the nonempty definable sets U = {x E [i, z] : x ~ w} and 
W = {x E [i,z] : w ~ x} are closed; since the interval [i,z] is definably 
connected, there exist some x' E un w, so x' =/; w (since x' E [i, z] :{J w) and 
x' ,... w, contradicting the linearity of~. Q.E.D. 

Appendix: basic tools in o-minimal structures 

Here we discuss four tools in o-minimal structures M = (M, ... ). Theorem 
A.l and Proposition A.l apply to all o-minimal structures, Theorem A.2 applies 
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to o-minimal M where the order < is dense,Pl) and Theorem A.2 applies to 
o-minimal expansions of real closed ordered fields. 

The following theorem asserts that every definable unary function is piecewise 
constant or strictly monotone. 

Theorem A.1 (Monotone Function Restriction [15]). Let M = (M, < 
, ... ) be an o-minimal structure. Then for any interval (a, b) in M, and any 
definable function 1 : X -+ M, there are points a = ao < al < ... < an = b such 
that on each interval (ai, aHl), the function 1 is either constant (i.e. I(x) = 
I(x' ) for all x, x' E (ai, aHr)) or an isomorphism (i.e. II(o;,o.+d is either an 
order-preserving or order-reversing mapping from (ai, aHr) onto some interval 
(c,d) in M).(l2) 

Extending Theorem A.l to definable preferences, we obtain the following 
proposi tion. 

Proposition A.1 (Monotone Preference Restriction). Let M = (M, < 
, ... ) be an o-minimal structure. Then for any interval (a, b) in M, and any 
definable preference ~ on (a, b), there are points a = ao < al < ... < an = b 
such that on each interval (ai, ai+1), the preference ~ is constant, increasing, or 
decreasing. 

The next theorem asserts definable Skolem functions for definable sets. 

Theorem A.2 (Skolem Functions [8]). Let M = (M, <, +, . ,0,1, ... ) be 
an o-minimal expansion of a real closed ordered field. Then for any definable set 
X ~ M n +m , there exists a definable Skolem function 1 : M n -+ M m , i.e. for all 
x E M n , if there is an y E M m with (x,y) E X, then (x,/(x)) EX. 

The next theorem decomposes the domain of any definable function into 
finitely many cells Cl ,···, Cn , where on each cell the function is continuous. 
Moreover, given any finite family of definable sets }j, the decomposition {Ci }f=l 
can be chosen so that it partitions each }j. 

Theorem A.3 (Cell Decomposition [12]). Let M = (M, <, ... ) be an 0-

minimal structure where < is a dense order. Then for any definable set X ~ M n , 

(11) I.e. for any x, z e M with x < z, there is aye M with x < y < z. Of course the 
order of an ordered field is dense. 

(12) Notice that when JI(o;,o;+d is an isomorphism, then it and its (definable) inverse is 

also continuous. 
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and any definable function f : X -+ M m , there exists a finite family of disjoint 
cells G1 , .•. ,Gn ~ M n such that M = Ui=1 Gi and flc. is continuous for all i. 
Moreover, given any finite family {Yj} of definable sets the decomposition {Gi } 

can be chosen so that it partitions each Yj i.e. Gi ~ Yj or Gi n Yj = 0 for all Gi. 

Theorem A.l is proved in [15], Theorem 4.2, and Proposition A.l follows from 
easy modifications of those arguments. (13) Theorem A.2 is proved in [8]; see also 
[14], Proposition 2.14. Theorem A.3 is a restatement of facts (3.5) and (3.6) 
in [12], p. 598. 
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